
 
 
 

ONE SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR SPOTLESS & HEALTHY SKIN 
 
 

Most products don’t treat the problem at its roots 
With ClearPores it does! 

 
The co-operation of these 2 effective topical creams 
and the herbal supplement make ClearPores™ in our 
view one of the best acne treatment systems on the 
market today! Our customers and medical 
professionals are confirming just that. 
 
No other acne treatment includes the unique 
ClearPores™ products which work so effectively 
together. By fighting the acne bacteria from all 
directions some customers report changes in their 
skin within days. Imagine how great you would look 
with smooth healthy skin! You would never worry 
about looking in the mirror again. 
 
 

ClearPores™ attacks acne bacteria from all directions 
 
Typical acne therapies, creams, regimes, chemicals and peels, address only the surface of the skin, medicating the 
symptoms instead of treating the source. This is why your acne will keep coming back again and again. The 
ClearPores™ Skin Cleansing System is the only system offering a 3-part-process that treats your acne by trying to 
fix ALL of the problems.  
 
Beautiful skin does not have to be a distant dream... With our 6 month product guarantee you can try our system with 
complete confidence. 
 
 
 

Find the right solution for your acne problem 
Fight the ugly spots from inside and outside 

 

Why go through life with ugly spots when ClearPores can be ordered today? 

Acne can appear on the face (forehead, cheek) or on the body (chest, back, or all over 
you), but not every acne product fits for every part of your body! You shouldn't use 
products which are created to treat facial acne on other parts of your skin. 

That is why ClearPores™ created different systems for facial and body acne or if you 
suffer from both we offer you a complete solution to fight acne all over your body.  

The complete system includes the facial and the body system and you get additionally 
one free bottle of the herbal supplement. 



Each system is designed to give you beautiful skin: 
 

Facial System Body System 

  

 

 

The ClearPores™ Facial System is designed to help get rid of acne so that you can feel good about yourself 
again. The perfect combination of three effective products = results you want.  

 

ClearPores™ Deep Facial Wash 

How it works:  The effective acne treatment ingredients unclog the pores and 
help your skin get rid of acne bacteria. Once the pores are free the wash goes 
deep inside the pores and fights the bacteria there.  

With perfectly balanced anti-bacterial agents the ClearPores™ Deep Facial Wash 
first unclogs your skin’s pores and eliminates dead skin and debris. Once your 
pores are open and receptive it attacks and removes the acne producing bacteria 
from each pore. 

Active Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%), SD Alcohol 40 (1%)...(Oil Free-Formula) 

  
 

 
ClearPores™ Herbal Supplement 

How it works:  The 100% natural ingredients work from the inside and fight the 
acne bacteria where it grows.  

The herbs support your skin by rebuilding cells which means reduction of 
inflammation, swelling and less scarring. Using nature's most powerful agents, the 
100% natural ClearPores™ Herbal Formula works with your body's system to 
permanently eliminate your acne. 

Active Ingredients: Dandelion Root, Aloe Vera, Yellow Dock, Echinacea 
purpurea, Burdock Root, Red Clover, Sarsaparilla Root, Licorice Root, Kelp, 
Cayenne, Tea Tree Oil ... 

  

 

 



ClearPores™ Facial Protection Cream 

How it works:  After your pores are unclogged and you have clear skin the most 
important task is to keep it clean.  

The ClearPores™ Facial Protection Cream protects your skin during the day from 
drying out and keeps the pores clear. 

Active Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%)...(Oil Free-Formula)  

  

 

 

The ClearPores™ Body System was especially developed to fight body acne. No one who is suffering from 
breakouts on the chest or the back likes to be seen in summertime without a top. Our system is designed to give 
you back your clean and clear skin so there will be nothing between you and a good tanned body. 

 

ClearPores™ Deep Body Wash 

How it works: The unique combination of effective acne ingredients unclogs the 
pores on your body. 

Apply the Deep Wash to the affected skin and remove all debris and wash out the 
bacteria from your pores. The ClearPores™ Deep Body Wash is recommended 
for use in the morning and at night. 

Active Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%), SD Alcohol 40 (1%) 
(Oil Free-Formula)  

   

 

ClearPores™ Herbal Supplement 

How it works:  The 100% natural ingredients work from the inside and fight the 
acne bacteria where it grows.  

The herbs support your skin by rebuilding cells which means reduction of 
inflammation, swelling and less scarring. Using nature's most powerful agents, the 
100% natural ClearPores™ Herbal Formula works with your body's system to 
permanently eliminate your acne.  

Active Ingredients: Dandelion Root, Aloe Vera, Yellow Dock, Echinacea 
purpurea, Burdock Root, Red Clover, Sarsaparilla Root, Licorice Root, Kelp, 
Cayenne, Tea Tree Oil ... 

  

 

 



ClearPores™ Body Protection Cream 

How it works:  The ClearPores™ Body Protection Cream protects your skin by 
unclogging the pores during the day.  

The Protection Cream keeps your pores clear from the sweat and bacteria 
produced by your body and moisturizes it.  

Active Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%)...(Oil Free-Formula)  

  
 

 

 
 

 
ClearPores is rated #1 by medical professionals 

 

This effective system is endorsed by doctors and recommended by customers. The herbal supplement fights the 
acne at its roots, supported by the wash and the cream. It is in our view the best solution to fight acne. See in the 
table below why we are rated #1 and what bonuses are available for you if you order our system today.  
 

Category ClearPores™ Accutane 

(or other prescribed drugs) 

Vilantae (Herbal 

pills) 

Topical Treatment    

Internal Treatment    

Incl. all natural Pills    

Without Prescription    

Doesn't contain drugs    

Designed not to to dry out skin     

Non Sun allergic after use    

Guarantee 6 months  NO 3 months  

Customer Service    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Why is ClearPores so effective? 
Reason #1 
 
A system of effective products – Not a single product 

 
The ClearPores™ Skin Cleansing System is not an ordinary acne treatment. It is a combination of three 
different products which give acne NO chance. Our laboratories are using the latest scientific advances to create 
the optimum formulas for our products. 

This unique system is designed to rid the skin of all spots caused by acne bacteria. The blended ingredients 
attack the acne from all directions, from inside and out. Can you imagine beautiful smooth skin... would this 
make your friends jealous? 

Customer reported benefits of our system : 

 High quality ingredients which fight the acne bacteria - spot free skin 

 Removes excessive oil - shiny free skin 

 Natural nutrients - support the healing process 

 Helps reduce redness, swelling and scarring 

 Removes white / blackheads 

 

 

 

Reason #2 
 
Value & Quality 

 
The quality of our product is, in our view, the best on the market. Leading doctors, herbalists and independent 
consumer review sites agree with us: there is no product like ClearPores™. With our award winning system, 
signed customer declarations and doctor endorsements we are happy to keep offering incredible value. 

 

 

Look and feel better! 
 
Dr. Michael Carter, Psy. D. sees the positive effects of ClearPores™ on your personal life. 
 
"Psychological body-image research demonstrates that healthy skin is the number one trait that people identify 
with beauty. At both personal and social levels, healthy skin plays a crucial role in the healthy psychological life 
of individuals."  
 
The ClearPores System is in our view the ideal product to help you improve and maintain a good body-image. 
Our formulas are NOT available anywhere else. 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Reason #3 
 
6 months money back guarantee 

 
 
Only companies that are truly confident in what they offer, give solid guarantees. 
Ever bought a poor quality item and due to some fine print, couldn't get your 
money back? It's a frustrating experience and it's happened to all of us. 
 
To give our clients ultimate confidence in the ClearPores™ Skin Cleansing System, 
we have guaranteed its effectiveness for a full 6 months or your money back. 

 

  

 

 

 

Reason #4 
 
Real customer testimonials 

Have you noticed that many online companies' websites have the same customer testimonials or faked photos?  

We are determined to prove that our system works and we provide real, signed declarations of client results and 
real testimonial pictures. 

We receive testimonials every single day and our 24/7 customer service is supporting and answering all 
customer questions. Customers also get access to an exclusive members area where they can learn more about 
acne treatment. 
 

 

 

 

Reason #5 
 
Fair and legal billing practices 

 
Beware of companies that take your credit card and continue charging you month after month, hoping that you 
will not notice those charges. In the past and currently in the market there are companies that charge your credit 
card and then never send you anything. 
 
Our reputation and number one ratings help prove that we will never intentionally re-bill or overcharge customer 
credit cards. Most purchases are shipped within 24 hours of you making your order. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Reason #6 
 
Quick and trackable delivery 

 
With several shipping options including express delivery, we are in the perfect position to offer you quick and 
efficient delivery. 
 
All our orders are shipped within one business day of your order, from the fulfillment centre that is nearest to 
your geographical location. When you order now you will get instant access to the exclusive members area and 
your products will be dispatched promptly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 
Copyright © 2006, Marabou Limited All Rights Reserved. 
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